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ABSTRACT
The primary new information from this investigation is the simulation of a transition
from one streamer mode to another during propagation. The transition is characteristic
of experimental data, but has not heretofore been described in a model. This
demonstrates that the conceptual framework describing prebreakdown streamers in
liquids as stochastic growth of a branching fractal tree in point-plane geometry is
capable of simulating a wide range of streamer propagation behaviors in insulating
liquids. The work also improved the approach in the model for scaling the potential at
nearby grid points and explored some of the influences of computational choices,
specifically needle length and grid size, on the predicted results.
Index Terms — Liquid breakdown, mode transition, modeling, streamers

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper is an extension of the description of
prebreakdown streamers in liquids as stochastic growth of a
branching fractal tree in point-plane geometry [1, 2, 3]. The
first investigation [1] developed the approach and
demonstrated the predicted morphology of a streamer
initiating from a point anode matched experimental
observations. In that study, however, growth was assumed
to a have a dependence on the electric field, E, of the form
En, n = 1, 2, 3, or 4, with the higher powers apparently
yielding better correlation. This work was seminal because
it represented observed behavior quite well. It did, however,
raise questions as to why it worked as well as it did with an
unphysical assumption about the dependence on the electric
field. No experiments had suggested power law
dependence.
An obvious refinement [2] was to simulate the
experimentally observed results with a more physical set of
growth assumptions. This refinement maintained the
assumption from [1] that the field outside of the streamer
can be calculated assuming the streamer is an electrical
conductor, as this assumption was validated by experiment
[4]. With this assumption, only a linear dependence on the
field strength was assumed. The second key assumption
was that a streamer growth step occurred when an electron
existed in a location such that the energy gained in a free
path was sufficient to produce ionization upon impact with
a molecule in the liquid. This assumes a dynamic, non-
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equilibrium situation [5], as would be expected during the
breakdown processes.
This work expands on the previous investigations by
showing that the model can also predict an important
attribute of streamer growth that was not predicted in the
earlier investigations. From the experimental data, it is clear
that the streamer transitions from one mode of growth to the
other during propagation from one electrode to another [6].
The modes studied in this work are the second and third
cathode modes, which differ in morphology. The second
mode is bush-like, while the third has a typical streamer
shape. In addition, the third mode propagates about an order
of magnitude faster than the second. This investigation
shows that transition can be simulated by enhancing the
probability of stepping to the high field areas as the
streamer grows. This suggests that the previous work may
have suppressed transition by the propagation assumptions
that were used.

2 SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONAL
APPROACH
Figure 1 illustrates the volume employed for the
calculation. The volume is discretized on a rectangular grid.
For example, a cubical volume may be modeled using a
128x128x128 grid in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.
This would result in just over two million uniformly spaced
grid points. In Figure 1, the top of the box is considered to
be a planar electrode having a uniform potential of 0. A
needle, also at zero potential, extends down from the top of

the box. The electrode is the bottom of the box, and is
assigned a uniform potential of 1. The distribution of
electric potential throughout the box is determined
numerically by solving Laplace's equation in three
dimensions,
∇2φ = 0.
(1)

Figure 1. Sample volume used for the streamer simulation. The top of the
box is an anode plate. The bottom of box is a counter electrode plate. The
heavy red line is a needle at the same potential as the top plate.
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assumed solution vector a suitable number of times to
achieve convergence. Figure 2 illustrates the solution to
equation (1) performed on a mesh of size 1283 with a
needle having a length of 25 points in the x direction. The
potential distribution of Figure 2 also reveals that a periodic
boundary condition has been employed at the sides of the
box. This is as if the box had an identical neighboring box
joined to it at each side wall. Envision an infinite grid of
boxes extending in two dimensions, each with its own
needle. Done this way, the model does a good job of
simulating two parallel infinite plates as long as the box
size is big enough to provide adequate distance between
needles.
A significant aspect of the computed potential is its
distribution right below the tip of the needle. This is where
the streamer is known to initiate. Figure 3 examines the
potential along a straight line from the needle’s tip to the
counter anode. Along this line, φ starts at zero and quickly
trends to values having a constant gradient of one. This is
the expected result [7, 8] with a small perturbation in what
are elsewhere parallel plates, i.e., the field is uniform
suitably far from the perturbation.
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Figure 2. Top: Computed potential in the plane of the needle on a 1283
mesh, prior to streamer growth. The needle length is 25 points. Bottom: A
more detailed enlargement of the region around the needle. Axis values are
the grid points used in the calculations.

The solution of equation (1) is a spatial linear algebra
problem of n equations in n unknowns, where n is the
number of grid points at which the potential is not
predefined. When n3 is large, the solution can be efficiently
determined using a Gauss-Seidel iterative solution
algorithm. Since the linear equations being solved are rather
simple and repetitive, the equation coefficient matrix need
not actually be stored in its entirety in the computer
implementation. Equation coefficients are instead generated
when needed. Determining a solution to equation (1) then
requires only multiplying the coefficient matrix times an
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Figure 3. Electric potential along a line from needle tip to counter anode
for a range of mesh densities. Needle tip is at a common point 0.196 across
gap.

Figure 3 shows the variation of φ for a range of mesh
densities. The coarsest, 483, required about 15 s of CPU
time to compute. The densest, 10243, required 120,000 s of
total CPU time (about one hour to run using 32 CPU's).
This particular problem has been found to attain nearly
ideal efficiency gains in a distributed memory parallel
computing environment (FORTRAN, in conjunction with

one point in front of the streamer tip is increasing. The
streamer may then be attracted more strongly as it
approaches the counter electrode. During simulation, how
this influences streamer growth also depends on the details
of the growth model. Figure 5 illustrates the linear nature of
the increase in potential just ahead of an advancing
streamer for progressively less bushy streamers. This
behavior is a consequence of the electro-optical
measurements that show that the streamer can be modeled
as an electrical conductor [10].
1.1

Fraction of Free-Field Potential

an MPI parallel library [9]). For this application, a box-like
volume like that in Figure 1 is conveniently partitioned into
a series of rectangular bricks, or sub-volumes. An MPIenabled computer program runs simultaneously on each of
a set of CPUs. A single CPU operates on each brick of the
volume. The memory, which is “distributed” in this case, is
the solution vector for the potential φ. Each CPU needs φ
only within its corresponding sub-volume (note, there is a
small amount of overlap in the φ requirement at sub-volume
boundaries, and this is managed by the MPI library).
The effect that increasing mesh density has on φ is
interesting. While moving away from the tip of the needle,
the gradient quickly approaches 1, as expected. The
transition happens faster with a denser mesh. In each
calculation case, the needle is the same absolute length, and
the needle itself is a single line of mesh points. So for this
case study, the needle is effectively thinner with a denser
mesh.
At distances well removed from the needle, Figure 2
shows that the “free-field” potential at any given point is
equal to the distance across the gap. This is a result of the
gradient being uniform absent the needle. When the curves
in Figure 3 are re-plotted as a fraction of the free-field
potential versus mesh point number (Figure 4), nearly the
same value is found regardless of mesh density. This means
the potential attains roughly the same fraction of its freefield value in the same number of mesh points regardless of
mesh density. For all cases, it takes about 10 mesh points to
transition to the free field level. In conjunction with this,
note also in Figure 3 (where points are plotted versus
distance) that the points of a common mesh point number
can be connected with a straight line. In addition, these
lines appear to be directed at a common point of (1,1) at the
counter electrode.
Figure 3 also shows that, as mesh density increases, the
value of φ at the first mesh point below the needle is
converging to a value of about 0.12 (or about 55% of the
free-field potential per Figure 4). This implies that as one
approaches the tip of an infinitely thin needle, the gradient
increases to infinity (i.e., 0.12/0), as expected.
By generating additional figures similar to Figure 4 for
other needle lengths, it was possible to devise the following
approximate expression to compute the value of φ at the
first grid point below the tip of the needle. This expression
will be used in later sections of this paper. It was found to
be accurate within a few percent for all cases studied.
n +1
φn1 ≈ 0.572
.
(2)
N −3
where
n = value of x at the needle tip
N = mesh size in the x direction
At two grid points below the needle the following
expression applies:
n+2
φn 2 ≈ 0.737
.
(3)
N −3
Equation (2) can be used to approximate the potential at
the nearest free point below the tip of a growing streamer. It
is thus evident that as the streamer lengthens, the potential
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Figure 4. Gradient of electric potential versus mesh point number.
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For each case φc = .06 and needle length n = 26; a and q are defined
in Eqn 4.
Figure 5. Samples of potential at the point one grid step in front of the
advancing streamer. In the 2-D graphs, the abscissa is the vertical x
coordinate, and the ordinate is electric potential. Solid lines are of Eqn 2.

3 MODEL FOR STREAMER GROWTH
As stated earlier, the potential of the conducting needle is
0 (and 0 also on the top electrode). Calculation of the φ
distribution provides the value of φ at all free points
throughout the volume. It is assumed that streamer growth
will be from a point on the needle to a free point “adjacent”
to the needle. Here “adjacent” means points which are one
grid step from the needle. It is also assumed that for growth
to an adjacent point to be possible, the value of φ at the
adjacent point must exceed a certain value designated the
cutoff value, φc. This is equivalent to requiring that the
voltage gradient must exceed a minimum threshold for
growth to be possible. This assumption appears consistent
with what has been observed in laboratory experiments
[11].
In the general case, there will be multiple adjacent points
where φ > φc. Streamer growth is treated as a purely
stochastic process. This means that among the set of
adjacent points at which φ > φc, points will be randomly
selected to be growth points. The details of the random
point selection process are described in the next section.
The definition of the needle is then extended to include all
growth points (i.e., the streamer). At each of the newly
added growth points, the potential φ is set to 0, and the φ
distribution for all remaining free points is recomputed. So
the model for streamer growth is essentially as follows:
1. Compute the distribution of φ.
2. Randomly add some growth points to the streamer.
3. Recalculate the distribution of φ.
4. Repeat until the gap is bridged.
As long as an appropriate point selection method is used,
the prevailing gradient of the potential should cause the
streamer to grow generally towards the opposite electrode.
The simulation is halted when the streamer bridges the gap.
At this point, much higher current flows and a different
model is required [12].

outside-in and top-down fashion. All free points which can
be identified as being corner types (19-26) are tagged the
corresponding value. Then all free points which can be
identified as being in the middle of an edge (7, 8, 15, 17,
11, 12, 13, 14, 9, 10, 16, 18) are tagged as such. This
second tagging step may replace some tags assigned in the
first step. As a third step, point types (3-6) are tagged. Then
finally points of types (1, 2) are tagged as such.
Points (3-6) are each exactly 1.0 grid steps from the
streamer. Points (11-14) are a distance of 2 grid steps
from the streamer. Since they are farther from the streamer,
φ will tend to be greater in value than at points (3-6). The
value of φ at point 11, for example, is divided by 1.332 to
approximate the value it would have if it were actually one
step from the streamer instead of 2 steps. The value of
1.332 is obtained by passing a second order polynomial
through the points from equations (2) and (3), and
evaluating this curve at a grid distance of 1.414 units. In a
similar fashion, points (23-26) are 3 grid steps from the
streamer, and φ at these points is divided by 1.555.
Correcting for distance in this fashion is analogous to
evaluating the gradient of the potential toward each point.
This adjustment is likely more physical than the approach
employed in [1], where they divided by the distance (either
2 or 3 ), but the differences in growth dynamics are
relatively small.
It is desired to preclude the possibility of simultaneous
streamer growth to the same free point from multiple points
on the streamer. Therefore, throughout the entire volume all
points are assigned a fixed color, red or black, in the
alternating sense of a chessboard. For each step of streamer
growth, only the red or black set of points is considered for
growth destinations (which set is selected randomly).
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4 POINT IDENTIFICATION AND LENGTH
CORRECTION
Before discussing the random point selection process, the
method of identifying “adjacent” points will be described.
This is necessary because calculations show that the
selection process influences the characteristics of streamer
growth. There are 27 grid points shown in Figure 6. The
point in the center, which is un-numbered, is considered to
be part of the streamer. It is seen that 26 points surround the
streamer point, which are all one grid step from the
streamer point. Each of these points is a possible growth
point. Each is assigned an identification number 1 through
26. Some of these points may already be on the streamer.
Indeed, at least one must be in order for the streamer to
reach the center point. As an example, consider the
streamer to be coming straight down, passing through point
1 (and also the point directly above point 1) to reach the
center point. A free point located at the point labeled 6
could be rightfully tagged with an identification number 17,
6, or 18. This ambiguity is dealt with by working in an
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Figure 6. Identification scheme for adjacent points.

5 GROWTH ASSUMPTIONS
It was found [3] that a wide variety of streamer forms
could be produced by adjusting the potential cutoff φc and a
cutoff rnc. To “randomly” select say, 10% of the available
points, each is assigned an rn (i.e., random number) from 0
to 1, and points having rn < 0.1 become growth points [3].
This could be termed a two-parameter growth model (φc and
rnc). Figure 7 shows a sample taken from Figure 3 of [3]
and a reproduction calculated as part of this work. For the
same parameters, our analysis produces streamers which
branch out a bit more and are bushier. This minor

From [3]

From current work

replaced with φ p, changes the distribution of the values (i.e.,
both the mean and variance are altered).
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difference is primarily a result of the different length
adjustment.
In general, a two-parameter model is obtained by
exponentiating φ to a power greater or less than 1 before
comparison to the rn’s. The power of exponentiation
becomes a second parameter. This is the approach used in
this investigation.
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Figure 7. Comparison of streamer from [3] with current work.
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As such, points with larger φ values have a higher
probability of being selected as growth sites. This tends to
result in streamers which are less bushy and directed toward
the counter anode plate. Figure 5 shows that, overall, φ
values at adjacent points start out small and grow larger as
the streamer grows, eventually attaining a value of about
0.6 when reaching the counter anode.
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Figure 8. Definition of length of a growing streamer. The numerical
values for the horizontal and vertical axes are the grid values used in the
calculation.
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There are convenient statistical aspects of using rn's in
the range [0:1] having a uniform distribution, combined
with φ values also in the range [0:1]. First, the probability
that any φ value will exceed its corresponding rn is equal
to φ. Second, for any given population of φ values, the sum
of the φ values is the average number of φ values which will
exceed their corresponding rn (i.e., be selected as growth
sites). For example, if the ∑φ = 3, then on average about
three points will be selected as growth sites. If ∑φ = 0.5,
then roughly half the time no points would be selected.
When no points are selected, a new set of rn’s is generated
for comparison, and this is repeated until at least one
growth site is selected. Once one or more growth sites are
selected, these points are added to the streamer, and the
potential distribution in the volume is recalculated in
preparation for the next step of growth.
Raising the φ values to a power greater than 1 will make
them smaller, and a power less than 1 makes them larger. In
either case, they will remain in the range [0:1]. Negative
powers should not be used since this will result in values
greater than 1. Exponentiation in this fashion, where φ is
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Figure 9. Exponentiation power as a function of streamer length.

It was demonstrated in [2], that the computational effect
of changing the value of the exponent on φ is the same as
making more physical assumptions concerning the random
selection process. Consequently, it is reasonable to use this
approach for computational efficiency.
Changing the distribution of the φ values affects the
relative likelihood of small and large values being selected

for growth. As will be evident in the next section, when
point selection is biased toward larger φ values, streamer
growth is less dense.
As a final parameter of our streamer growth model, we
employ a method similar to one examined in [3]. We have
the power of exponentiation be a function of streamer
length. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate how the power
varies as a function of length. This makes the method a
three-parameter model,
Φ = φ p , p = 1 + [ L ⋅ (a − 1)]q .
(4)

483 mesh, needle tip at x = 10, p = 2
a)

φc = 0.015

b)

φc = 0.03

c)

φc = 0.09

d)

φc = 0.1375

6 STREAMER GROWTH
CHARACTERISTICS
For the presently devised basic calculation procedure,
there are two analysis parameters which may influence
streamer growth: the cutoff, φc, which is the minimum
required φ value for streamer growth, and the power of
exponentiation, p, applied to the φ values prior to
comparison to random numbers.
For all calculation cases, there are two important values
of electric potential that exist at the start of the simulation:
1. The value of φ one grid point below the top anode
plate, but well removed from the needle. This is
referred to as φ1 and is equal to 1/(N-1) where N is
the mesh size.
2. The value of φ one grid point below the tip of the
needle. This is referred to as φn and can be
approximated using equation (2).
Figure 10 (a-d) show an example of the effect of φc on
streamer growth. In this example, φ1 = 1 / (N-1) = 0.02, so
with φc less than this as in plot (a), stray streamers are seen
to originate from the top anode plate and along the length of
the needle. If φc were greater than φn, the streamer would
not grow at all since φn is the maximum φ value adjacent to
the needle. Here the value of φn is 0.13954 for the 483 cases
in Figure 10, as compared to 0.1398 from equation (2).
Also shown are cases with a 1283 sized mesh. These results
show that streamer growth is only mildly sensitive to the
value of φc.
In Figure 10 (b) and (g), evidence of the periodic
boundary condition employed at the side walls can be seen.
When the streamer reaches a side wall and leaves the box,
the streamer enters the box on the opposing wall (i.e., wraparound).
Figure 11 shows a series of calculations examining the
effect of needle length on streamer growth. As was the case
for φc, streamer growth does not appear to be sensitive to
the length of the needle. This agrees with the expected
result, as the field in the unperturbed liquid between the
streamer and the electrode toward which it is propagating is
strongly influenced by the shape of the streamer and much
less influenced by the initial electrode geometry.

1283 mesh, needle tip at x = 26, p = 2
e)

φc = 0.009

f)

φc = 0.06

g)

φc = 0.09

h)

φc = 0.12

Figure 10. Effect of φc on streamer growth.

Figure 12 examines the effect of mesh size on streamer
growth. In these cases, the length of the needle as a fraction
of the mesh size was maintained constant. So the needle
looks the same length in each image. Equation (2) indicates
that the value of φn will be about the same for each case.
The value of φc was chosen to be 50% of φn. Mesh size does
not have a strong effect on the appearance of the streamer.
Even though the N = 512 image appears denser, the
streamer is actually less dense as it contains fewer points as
a percentage of the volume’s points. One thing which is
strongly affected is the execution time, which increases
exponentially with mesh size. Nearly all computation effort
is spent re-solving Laplace's equation after each step of
growth. This is done in parallel on multiple processors.

1283 mesh, p = 2,
n=6

φc = φ1 /2, n = x at needle tip
n = 12

483 mesh, φc = 0.025, needle tip at x = 3
p = 0.25
p = 0.5

p = 0.75
n = 18

n = 30

n = 42

n = 24
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p=8

n = 36

n = 48

Figure 11. Illustration of effect of needle length on streamer growth.

p = 2, φc = φn /2
N = 64, n = 13
N = 128, n = 26

N = 256, n = 52

N = 512, n = 103
Figure 13. Cases with a short needle for a range of exponential powers.
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2435
108416
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Figure 12. Illustration of effect of mesh size on streamer growth.
Figure 14. Illustration of 4th cathode mode (Hebner [6]).

Mesh = 128x2562, φc = φn/2, needle tip at x = 26
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Figure 15. Example streamers generated with the two-parameter function for p depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 16. Photographs of streamers that have propagated from a point cathode to a plane anode. Each of the photographs is a different breakdown event
showing the stochastic nature of the streamer propagation and the similarities to some of the simulations shown in Figure 15. Particularly in b, the shockwave
pattern suggests stepped propagation as used in the simulation. The same behavior is shown in all examples, but slight changes in exposure can make the pattern
less clear in some of the examples.

The last remaining parameter to study is the power of
exponentiation. Figure 13 shows that this parameter has a
strong affect on the growth and appearance of the streamer.
Exponentiation with a power greater than 1 will decrease
the mean and increase the variance of the φ population. This
increases the likelihood that growth points will be among
the larger φ values in the population.
Figure 14 shows an example of a type of streamer that
would be desirable to produce with the simulation model.
Such a streamer exhibits a greatly accelerated growth rate
in its final stages, producing a sparse streamer propagating
toward the plane electrode. Figure 13 suggests a possible
approach to achieving this in simulation is by having the
exponential power be a function of distance across the gap.
This was done using the dimensionless distance variable L
= y/g for the length of the streamer (refer to equation (4)
and Figure 8). Figure 9 shows a particular type using two
parameters, found capable of producing streamers similar to
that in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows a collection of example
streamers generated with this model. This is the first
demonstration, using this modeling approach, showing the
transition from one streamer mode type to another, a
phenomenon that is typical in experiments [6, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16].
It is clear these simulations reproduce experimentally
measured characteristics. A representative sample of
measurements is shown in Figure 16. The figure shows
streamers that initiate at a point cathode. They show the
diversity of shapes that are found in the simulation results.
The figure also suggests that physical growth, like the
simulation is accomplished through a series of steps. That is
consistent with the multitude of discrete shock waves that
are shown in the figure. The shock waves were not shown
in the simulation as the physics necessary to produce them
is not included in the model.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The primary new information from this investigation is
the simulation of a transition from one streamer mode to
another during propagation. This demonstrates that the
conceptual framework initially developed in [1] is capable
of simulating a wide range of streamer propagation
behaviors in insulating liquids. The work also improved the
approach in the model for scaling the potential at nearby
grid points and explored some of the influences of

computational choices, specifically needle length and grid
size, on the predicted results.
The modeling refinement that leads to the observation of
transition between modes was to recognize that, on the
scale of the individual streamers that constituted the “bush”
structure, that the shielding of the electric field by adjacent
streamers was incomplete. Consequently, the various grid
points had somewhat different potentials. A computational
bias was established so that the streamers would grow
preferentially in the direction of the largest potential
differences and not strictly randomly. It was assumed that
this bias would be consistent with physical processes. The
assumed bias was sufficient to exhibit mode transition.
An important analysis that still needs to be done within
the framework of this model is to use experimental data to
infer the production rates of available electrons. With that
data, it should be possible to replicate the measured mode
propagation velocities. Moreover, adding this physics of the
process should make the results much less sensitive to the
selection of grid size.
Like any modeling approach, this approach is valuable to
the extent that it provides a consistent way to provide
insight into a range of data. So, while it is possible, or even
likely, that this is not the best approach to describing the
situation, this investigation helps to expand the range of
phenomena that the model naturally describes.
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